
Why horses need clipping?

From the start of autumn horses slowly start growing their winter coat. It is a natural process for them to keep their 
body warm in the coming cold days. The long, thick coat is intended to protect horses and ponies from hypothermia 
in the cold season. However, if your horse is living an active life and staying in the shelter or stables at night, long 
winter coats can become hazardous for them. 

Active horses sweat heavily during and after any activities. The autumn and winter weather doesn’t permit them to 
dry up the sweat easily. Keeping your horses wet after any activity can give them fever-chill and fatigue. The damp 
skin under winter coat can also invite many deadly skin diseases such as rain rot. Clipping the extra thick coat will 
allow your horse to dry up quickly and cool off the blood circulation effectively. It will also save a lot of grooming time. 

When should you start clipping?

Before clipping your horse, bear in mind some important factors. Observe how active your horse is, and how much 
they sweat. Even with a below moderate active lifestyle, your horse might need the trimming to stay healthy during 
the wet and cold days. Traditionally the clipping should be sustained from early September till late January. The 
frequency of the clipping should be every month once or twice depending on your horse’s hair growth. You can stop 
clipping once you notice the summer coat is coming out.

 Autumn time:

Clipper 
time!

VOSS.farming profiCUT

Our range of wired profiCUT clippers come in three beautiful colour variations as 
red, blue and striking pink. With a cutting speed of approx. 3000 double strokes/
min and 5m extra-long power cord this is a powerful and durable clipping ma-
chine. The German made, hard wearing Aesculap blades glide smoothly through 
the dense winter coat to ensure precise and exact grooming. The side ventilation 
of the clipper head ensures no swirling of animal hair. This horse clipper also runs 
quietly and smoothly at 85 dB, so this device is suitable for animals that are sensiti-
ve to noise. The permanent cooling mechanism does not let the clipper turns hot.

VOSS.farming profiCUT GO

With the ergonomic grip and well balanced shape, our newest addition of „profi-
CUT go“ comes with 2 powerful 12 V lithium block batteries, making the task of 
clipping portable and easy. The battery operated device gives you 90 mins unin-
terrupted clipping session. The ventilation of the silver blade head is made of ro-
bust pressure-cast aluminium which prevents the unpleasant whirling of animal 
hair. With cutting speed of approx. 2800 double strokes/minute clipping beco-
mes easy and swift. The professional blade set is made of hardened special steel 
from Aesculap for VOSS.farming and thus guarantees a long life and highest effi-
ciency. It is reliable, quiet, and gives a full performance ensuring grooming results.
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Kerbl Constanta 4

The newly developed tooth geometry and special hollow grind allow the lower bla-
de to dive even more lightly into the hair and optimally lift it straight for cutting. 
Even the most difficult to cut hair is not a problem for the Supra cutting blade from 
Kerbl. With 2,300 double strokes/min and 120 W motor power, this is one of the 
highest performing shearing machines in the market. Optimised ventilation tech-
nology ensures the clipper head and blades are perfectly cooled. This is a perfect 
choice if your horse has the unmanageable and heavy coat of hair. This horse clip-
per is delivered in a sturdy plastic case including premium cutting blade set 31/15. 

Kerbl Constanta Rodeo

This compact clipper from Kerbl, constantaRodeo comes with an aluminium she-
ar head, suitable for blade sets 60, 70, 20 and 220. Lightest horse clipper from 
Kerbl with only 690 g lets you shear without getting tired. The sound pressure 
level: 78 dB makes it easier to use this clipper with sensitive horses. 2400 dou-
ble strokes/min will make the clipping time swift and nifty. It is the compact 
design with powerful technology. This horse clipper includes newly developed 
shear blade made from especially hardened blade set “constanta 35/24” teeth. 
The newly developed hardened steel shear blade glides through the toughest 
hair coat in no time, giving you easy clipping even at very heavy coat conditions.

Kerbl Farmclipper Akku

Special feature of Kerbl ‚FarmClipper Akku‘ is this clipper is delivered with two 
10.8-volt lithium-ion block batteries for continuous clipping work due to optimi-
sed operating and charging times. Optimised Supra cutting blades geometry of 
these blades makes clipping work much easier. 2,300 double strokes/min ma-
kes the clipping more efficient. Optimised operational and charging times (ap-
prox. 1.5 hours) gives 90 minutes uninterrupted clipping work. The weight of 
this clipper with the battery is only 1.2 kg. Great ergonomic features of the ‚Farm-
Clipper Akku‘: special finish of the casing surface and balanced centre of gravity. 
This powerful machine comes in a sturdy case along with blade sets and battery.

Liscop “CUTY”

This horse clipper guarantees easy and safe handling. The in-
tegrated grips and lighter weight (900 g) allow you to hold 
the device securely in your hand, to prevent it from slipping. 
The device‘s clipping result is extremely precise and exact. The 5m power ca-
ble lets you clip your horse anywhere easily.  The „CUTY“ horse clippers also 
run quietly and smoothly with the noise level of 72 dB. The flat black clipper 
head is made of sturdy pressure-cast aluminium. The new open ventilation 
prevents the cut hair from swirling up unpleasantly during use. The outside air 
filter on the „CUTY“ horse clippers can be replaced or cleaned without tools.

Liscop “CUTLI”

The „CUTLI“ clippers from Lister are notable for their slim, ergonomic shape which 
guarantees optimum handling. The 5m power cable lets you clip your horse ea-
sily. The black clipper head is made of sturdy pressure-cast aluminium which is 
continuously ventilated from the side during use – so that unpleasant swirling of 
animal hair is no issue. “CUTLI” has the lowest noise level at 66 dB, which makes 
this clipper especially suitable for nervous horses. The outside air filter on the 
„CUTLI“ horse clippers can be replaced without tools. The machine‘s 2,200 dou-
ble strokes/min cutting speed and permanent cooling facilitates fast clipping wit-
hout long pauses. The air filter of this clipper can be replaced without any tools.
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Important information for all clippers!
 
- oil every 10 minutes
- make sure that the blades are not getting hot
- clean after every shearing
- use only matching blades
- adjustment using the wheels on the clipper head
- only shave the dry coat

Aesculap „Econom Equipe GT 674“

This clipper is notable for its high clipping speed. The horse clippers’ good mo-
tor performance ensures a high drive power so that it glides easily through the 
horse‘s thick coat. The generous airflow rate protects the machine from over-
heating. The slim, sturdy casing facilitates ergonomic handling and guarantees 
that the machine remains balanced. The clipper‘s filter can easily be replaced 
without any tools. The device has an electronic start-up controller and overload 
protection. The low-wear clipper blades of the „Econom Equipe GT674“ leave be-
hind an optimum clipped finish. The pre-assembled clipper blades are made of 
abrasion-proof carbon steel and therefore can be re-sharpened several times.

Liscop „EQUI AKKU PERFEKT“

This horse clipper comes in blue colour with a black-coated clipper head. The bat-
tery-powered clipper is equipped with a nickel-metal hydride battery allowing 
you 2 hours of clipping time. Additionally, you will get a second battery from us, 
along with the clipper blade set „LI 102“, the battery charger and the special clip-
per oil in a sturdy, practical plastic case. The clipper‘s low weight of approx. 1,145 
g, facilitate a clip without fatigue for you. With the second included battery, you 
will then get a clipping time of approx. 4 hours. Because the clipper is wireless 
and equipped with a powerful battery, it is ideal if you have more than one horse. 

Liscop „EQUI AKKU LI-ON“

Thanks to the new lithium-ion battery technology, the total weight of the 
machine has been optimized. The clippers have a capacity of 2000 mAh 
and with 50 minutes of charge the battery lasts for a clipping session 
of up to 60 minutes. Along with the cutting speed of approx. 2100 dou-
ble strokes/min this clipper has lowest noise level of 72 dB (A). Its ergo-
nomic grip of well-balanced shape and 880g weight enables you to work 
without getting tired. This clipper comes in a practical storage case with 
battery charger, special clipping machine oil and one set of blade set LI 
102. The Liscop „EQUI AKKU LI-ION“ makes clipping stress-free and easy.
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Heiniger „Progress“

At only 930 g, this clipper is a real lightweight. This means that clip-
ping your cattle, horses and ponies is child‘s play and very fast. 
This clipper has a slim grip, is light and thus especially easy to hand-
le. So you can clip your horse or pony effectively and quickly. At only 70 
dB, the Heiniger „Progress“ horse clippers are also especially quiet – not 
least because of its innovative permanent magnet motor. The weight 
of this sturdy machine is approx. 930 g without the cable. The clipper 
has no annoying air discharge. The case of this efficient clipper comes 
with blade sets, maintenance oil, cleaning brush in a sturdy plastic case.



Brand Model Weight Motor Cutting speed Noise level Cutting blades Size

VOSS.farming profiCUT Pferd/
Rind

1,190 g 200 W 3000 rpm 85 dB Aesculap 
blade series horse/ 

cattle

80 x 62 x 295 mm

VOSS.farming profiCUT go Akku 
Pferd

1,225 g 45 W 
approx. 45 min.

2800 rpm 71 dB Aesculap 
blade series horse

80 x 80 x 315 mm

VOSS.farming profiCUT go Akku 
Rind

1,225 g 45 W 
approx. 45 min

2800 rpm 71 dB Aesculap 
blade series cattle

80 x 80 x 315 mm

Kerbl Constanta4 1,390 g 120 W 2300 rpm 78 dB Constanta 3+4 31/23, 
23/21, 15/31

78 x 97 x 330 mm

Kerbl FarmClipper4 1,390 g 120 W 2300 rpm 78 dB 31/15, 31/23, 
w31F/15

78 x 97 x 330 mm

Kerbl ConstantaRodeo 690 g 65 W 2400 rpm 78 dB R2 35/24, R6 18/24,
R22 35/24

78 x 55 x 240 mm

Kerbl FarmClipper 
Akku

1,200 g 45 W 
approx. 90 min

2300 rpm 78 dB Constanta 3+4 31/23, 
23/21, 15/31

80 x 80 x 315 mm



Image Brand Model Weight Motor Cutting speed Noise level Cutting blades Size

Liscop CUTY 900 g 90 W 2200 rpm 72 dB LIA2, LIA22, LIA253,
LIA6, LIA7

48 x 48 x 260 mm

Liscop CUTLI 1,010 g 90 W 2200 rpm 66 dB LI102, LI122, LI1253, 
LI106, LI107

48 x 48 x285 mm

Liscop EQUI Akku Perfekt 1,145 g 160 W  
approx. 120 

min

2100 rpm 72 dB LI102, LI122, LI1253,
LI106, LI107

50 x 49 x 315 mm

Liscop EQUI Akku LI-ION 880 g 100 W  
approx. 60 

min

2100 rpm 72 dB LI102, LI122, LI1253,
LI106, LI107

50 x 49 x 300 mm

Aesculap Econom Equipe 1,200 g 160 W 2200 rpm 70 dB Aesculap blades 78 x 55 x 310 mm

Heiniger Progress 930 g 80 W 2200 rpm 70 dB Heiniger blades L= 280 mm


